
WRITING A SCREENPLAY PITCH FEST

Look at Pilar Alessandra's book The Coffee Break Screenwriter and Lee Zahavi Jessup's Getting It Write, for some
expert perspective on your.

Dress 'business casual', and wear comfortable shoes. The Elevator Pitch for Movies Ideas In general, having
your elevator pitch handy can help you in many different ways. A few extra points if you used Final Draft , put
your script in the right format and got someone to proofread it for you. Then dress and act appropriately.
Marton Varo, Jr. It also will remind the execs who you are. Get all this together, look in the mirror and smile.
In the outside pocket, I keep new ballpoint pens and my business cards. And the really hard part? You want
their permission to follow up. Many writers do. This is the heart of the elevator pitch, and of the project itself.
One guy pitched at every table with his eyes closed. What do I need to do to prepare for a pitchfest? There are
lots of other writers you have to beat, having a document that distills your pitch can make you stand out. Or
you can make them laugh really hard. Oh yeah, here she is. You may have a director, writer, and actors
pushing a story they want to bring to the silver screen. One time I made the mistake of wearing high heels.
Then meet with agents and managers. Learning how to write an elevator pitch is crucial to this business. Here,
keep things short and sweet by conveying the key elements of your plot as clearly and as concisely as possible.
Someone requested my material at the event - What's the protocol for following up? What's the best way to
tease out the idea? Also bring business cards, onesheets, and other leave behinds that establish you as a
professional screenwriter. Alright peeps, there you go. Afterwards, they may dump their bag of business cards
and one-sheets out on their desk. Walking in with business cards, one-sheets, prepped pitches, neatly dressed
and with a bright smile on your face sends the right message to legitimate professionals. Generally a wild and
crazy time, but great films. Act One is about meeting the characters and seeing where they are in life. Please
click here to view sample query letters, and to read pitch tips from Hollywood Pros, please click here. If you
have ideas for how to improve it, let us know those too! This is the time to read the room. You pull the next
one-sheet out of your bag and pitch story number Two. Every industry meeting is an opportunity to build your
screenwriting career. But the basic skills apply to any pitch. No performance needed. In these moments, you
basically want to describe the trailer for your movie idea. You want them to remember you. Then throw in
some fun scenes, the moment something truly terrible happens, how they put it back together, and finally how
we leave them. Scriptapalooza Scriptapalooza says they will promote, pitch and push all semifinalists for one
year, giving them opportunities to sign agents or managers and have their scripts optioned or made into
movies. I think one good way to begin your letter is by listing your writing accomplishments, such as any
produced credits you might have, options with other companies, or scripts that have placed well semi-finalist
or better in national, or well-known contests. To get someone to read all of your hard work, right? Your name,
cell phone number, agency representation, website, IMDB Pro link â€” basically, links to the top 2 or 3 places
where they can find you online. Who was the one who had that great script, very professional pitch?


